Introduction. In this paper we show that every left invariant measure on a locally compact topological group G, which is a "refinement" of the Haar measure m oí G and satisfies André Weil's measurability conditions(x), gives rise to a locally compact subgroup of G. Imposing certain non triviality conditions on the refinement of m we can further ensure that the locally compact subgroup we obtain is nontrivial, in the sense that it is not discrete and has raî-measure 0. We also determine, in a sense, the most general refinement of m (satisfying Weil's measurability conditions). Our original concern with this question came from the following observation. If G is a locally compact group and H a locally compact subgroup then H has a Haar measure, and "transplanting" that measure on H to all the left cosets of if in G gives a measure on G, which in general is a "refinement" of the Haar measure of G. Then we asked whether this procedure could be reversed, that is, given a measure on G which is a refinement of the Haar measure of G, can it be used to get a locally compact subgroup. If so, this would be a possible method of getting locally compact subgroups of G. This paper contains the answer to the reverse problem for measures satisfying Weil's conditions, by showing that such a "refinement" of the Haar measure always gives rise to a locally compact subgroup (however the relation between the measure and the subgroup is more complicated than that mentioned above, for the given measure need not always be of the kind obtained by transplanting the Haar measure of a locally compact subgroup). The subgroup we obtain need not be unique, but what is unique is a locally compact topology on G which is a refinement of the given topology, and in which G is again a topological group. Then we get a subgroup by taking any compact neighborhood of the identity and the subgroup generated by it.
It is desirable to prove a corresponding theorem under more general hypotheses because the measure on G obtained by transplanting the Haar measure of a locally compact subgroup does not always satisfy the Weil conditions, as Oxtoby has shown(2), so we can not hope to obtain all locally compact subgroups by our process. We believe that it will be possible to reduce the general Presented to the Society, September 15, 1945; received by the editors February 25, 1946. (') [4, pp. 140-146] . Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.
(a) [5] . We had the good fortune to read Oxtoby's paper in unpublished form while completing this paper. Prior to reading Oxtoby's paper we had not noticed this fact. Oxtoby discusses conditions under which Weil's conditions will be satisfied.
case to the case considered here and intend to take that up at a later date.
A particularly simple example of the situation we are concerned with is the following: Let G be the Euclidean plane, whose Haar measure is ordinary two-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Consider the "refinement" of m which assigns to every linearly measurable set on the real axis, or any parallel line, its linear measure. This measure (considered as a measure on the plane) is associated in a natural way with the locally compact subgroup, the real axis, and with that topology on the plane in which the neighborhoods of any point are the horizontal linear intervals about the point.
Our result depends on and is closely related to the fundamental theorem of A. Weil that an invariant measure on a group G (satisfying certain measurability conditions) gives rise in a natural way to a locally conditionally compact topology, so that the group can then be completed to a locally compact group. Our work is even more closely related to a paper of Kodaira [2 ] dealing with this Weil theorem and related results. In particular, our procedure for getting a locally compact topology from the given refinement was introduced by Kodaira. Also, Kodaira has considered refinements of a measure, though with such restrictive countability assumptions as to eliminate the matters that are our main concern (3). Our definition of a refinement is not the same as his. This paper is divided into three sections. §1 contains definitions and statements of known facts, plus one theorem asserting that our notion of a refine-.ment of a measure is essentially the same thing, for locally compact groups, as the corresponding notion of a refinement of the topology. §2 is concerned solely with getting a locally compact topology from a locally conditionally compact topology (not by completing the space, but by changing the topology) and §3 uses §2 to derive our main results. At one point in §3 (the proof of Theorem 3.4) we need a certain direct sum theorem for Haar measures. This is proved in the following paper.
1. Preliminaries. Most of this section is devoted to definitions and though many of the concepts are well known we give the definitions in full. We do this because on certain points not all authors agree, and these points sometimes make an essential difference. For example, omitting from the domain of definition of a measure the fact that it is closed under complements and including property (4) of Definition 2 below makes the Fubini theorem hold much more generally than it is usually stated, as Weil has pointed out [4, pp. 31-33]. Definition 1. Let X be a space (that is, any set of points). A cr-field 2 (8) Kodaira always assumes that the whole space is a countable union of measurable sets of finite measure. This assumption occurs in his definitions on p. 70, and for groups follows from his Axiom (B), p. 75. Hence the "horizontal linear measure" on the plane described in the preceding paragraph is not a measure for him. Since this is typical of the situation we are interested in, our results have little in common.
[January is a collection of subsets of X closed under the operations of difference and countable union, that is, if £62 and EG 2 then E -EG 2 and if £"G2 (ra = l, 2, • • • ) then U"£"G2. Definition 2. Let X be any space. A measure on X is a function mE with the following properties :
(1) The domain of m is some cr-field 2 of subsets of X.
(2) The range of m is included in the set of non-negative real numbers together with the symbol oo, and for some ££Swe have mE^O.
(3) m is countably additive, that is, if E = \JnE" where £"£S (w = l, 2, • • • ) and £"||Em(4) for n^m then mE= ~Z"mE".
(4) Every set in S is a countable union of sets of finite measure, that is, of sets En G 2 with mEn< <x>.
(5) If EG 2 and mE = 0 then every subset of E is again in 2.
The space X together with the measure m is called a measure space, the sets in 2 are called measurable sets, and mE is called the measure of E.
Condition 5 in this definition is not essential but it simplifies uniqueness statements.
A measure with this property is often called a completed measure. If E is any subset of X we define the inner measure of E to be the sup mF where this sup is taken over all measurable F contained in E. Definition 3. Let X be a measure space and Xi a subset of X. Xi is thick in X ff the complement of Xi in X has inner measure 0. Definition 4. Let X be a measure space with a measure m and let Xi be a thick subset of X. We define a measure mi on Xi, called the measure induced by m, as follows:
(1) The domain of mi is the cr-field of all sets of the form Ei = Xir^E, where E is w-measurable.
(2) For any such set we define miEi to be mE(6). This is the last of Our purely measure-theoretic definitions and we now turn to invariant measures on groups. Definition 5. Let G be a group. A left-invariant measure on G is a measure m on G with the property: for every measurable set E and every xÇ^G the set xE is also measurable and m(xE) =mE.
A. Weil has shown that with every measurable (see definition below) left invariant measure is associated a unique measurable right invariant measure [4, p. 148 ] so it doesn't matter whether we work with right or left invariant measures. All our measures will be left invariant. We state now, for future reference, the standard theorem about the existence and uniqueness of Haar measure.
Theorem.
If G is a locally compact topological group then there exists on G (4) Blip means that the sets E and F have an empty intersection.
(6) It is of course necessary to know that if E\ is represented like this in two ways, those two ways assign the same measure to E\. This was proved by Doob [l ] in a special case and is easily seen to be true in general. a unique (to within a constant factor) left invariant measure for which all compact sets are measurable and of finite measure, and whose a-field of definition is the a-field generated by the compact sets iafter subsets of sets of measure 0 have been included). This measure is called the Haar measure of G, and its measurable sets are called Haar-measurable.
Every open Haar-measurable set has positive measure.
A. Weil has proved a sort of converse to this theorem asserting that if a group G has a left invariant measure satisfying certain conditions then G is "almost" locally compact, the "almost" meaning that G is a thick subgroup of a locally compact group G*, with the given measure on G being that induced by the Haar measure on G* [4, pp. 140-146] . We shall use this theorem, so we state it below. The next definition gives the name "measurable measure" to a measure satisfying Weil's conditions. Definition 6(6). A left invariant measure on a group G is measurable ff it satisfies the two conditions:
(1) The transformation of GXG onto itself defined by (x, y)-*(x, xy) is measure preserving (with respect to the independent product measure on GXG).
(2) For every a;£G, xy±e, there is a measurable set M of finite positive measure such that m(MC\xM)yim(M).
The second of these conditions has nothing-to do with measurability, really; it is just a topological separation axiom in measure-theoretic terms(7). We include it because we do not wish to consider other measures.
Weil has shown that the Haar measure of a locally compact topological group is always measurable [4, p. 41 ]. An example of á nonmeasurable measure (which, however satisfies condition (2) above) is Carathéodorey linear measure on the plane. This example, and the proof I cite here that it is nonmeasurable, was told to me by J. C. Oxtoby. It is trivial that the Weil topology (see definition below) associated with this measure is the discrete topology on the plane, so that if this were a measurable measure it would have to be the Haar measure of the plane in the discrete topology(8)-which it is not. Definition 7. Let m he a measurable left invariant measure on the group G. By the Weil topology associated with m(9) we mean the topology on G obtained by taking the sets of the form MM~X, with M measurable and of finite positive measure, for a determining collection of neighborhoods of the identity.
We can now state the Weil theorem mentioned above.
(') These conditions are taken from [4, pp. 141 and 143]. We use "ff" to mean "if and only if"-a notation due to P. R. Halmos.
(') This is pointed out in [4, pp. 142-143] . (s) This is a special case of [4, p. 146] .
(•) Weil shows that these sets do give a topology on G, and one nicely related to the given measure [4, p. 142] . This is of course well known for locally compact groups.
[January Theorem [4, pp. 141-146] . If Gis a group and m a measurable left invariant measure on G then G is a thick subgroup of a locally compact topological group G*, whose Haar measure induces m-measure on G, and whose topology induces on G the Weil topology associated with m.
We shall want to use the term "topological subgroup" in more general situations than that where the topology of the subgroup is the one induced by the topology of the whole group. Hence we make the following definition. Definition 8. Let G be a topological group and H a subgroup of G which is also a topological group in some topology of its own. H is a topological subgroup of G ff the identity mapping of H into G is continuous.
An equivalent way of stating this is to say that the given topology on H is a refinement of the topology on H induced from the topology on G. By a locally compact subgroup we shall mean a topological subgroup which is locally compact in its own topology. Definition 9. Let G be a group with left invariant measures m and n. Then n is a refinement of m (denoted by«^m) ff every fw-measurable set of positive w-measure contains an w-measurable set of positive w-measure.
For example, let G be the plane and m its ordinary two-dimensional Lebesgue measure, which is the Haar measure of this group. Let n be defined as follows: the «-measurable sets are those of the form Un£n (disjoint countable union) where each E" is a linearly Lebesgue measurable subset of some horizontal line in the plane. The w-measure of such a set is the sum of the linear measures of the E" sets. We call n the "horizontal" linear measure in the plane, and n is "induced" on the plane in an obvious way by the Lebesgue (Haar) measure of the subgroup, the real line. Clearly n is a refinement of m, and with any line through the origin in any direction we have similarly an induced measure on the plane which is a refinement of m. Clearly any locally compact topological subgroup H oí a locally compact topological group G gives rise in this same fashion to a refinement of the Haar measure of G.
The following theorem justifies our definition of a refinement of the Haar measure.
Theorem
1.1 (10). Let G be a group which is a locally compact topological group in a topology T and also in a topology U. Let the Haar measure of G in these topologies be denoted by m and n, respectively. Then U is a refinement of T ff n is a refinement of m.
Proof. First we prove that n^m implies Ut, T(u). It is sufficient to prove that every E-neighborhood of e contains a LV-neighborhood of e, so let 0 be any E-neighborhood of e. Then choose Oi a E-neighborhood of e such that OiOf'^O.
Being T-open Oi must have positive m-measure; hence by the assumption that «¿tiiwe can choose an «-measurable set TV of positive »-measure such that TVCZOi. By a well known theorem TVTV-1 contains a î/-neighborhood of e, and since NN^QOiOi^QO this ¿/-neighborhood is contained in the given 0. Hence U is a refinement of T.
To show that U^T implies «am we shall actually prove the following lemma, which is clearly stronger. Lemma 1.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. If M is any m-measurable set of finite positive m-measure and TV is any n-measurable set of finite positive n-measure, then zNC^M is n-measurable for all z, except possibly a set of m-measure 0, and for some m-measurable set of z's of positive m-measure the set zNC\M is n-measurable and of positive n-measure.
Proof. We consider the transformation p :
of GXG onto itself. We consider GXG in the UXT-topology and use «Xm-measure on GXG(12). Because U is a refinement of T, p is continuous, and hence takes compact sets into compact sets. Also the Fubini theorem shows that p preserves the measure of compact sets. Since the compact sets generate the measurable sets it then follows by standard arguments that p is a measure preserving transformation, that is, that it takes measurable sets into measurable sets, preserving their measure. Because n is left invariant it follows that, for z£73_1, zNC\M is «-measurable, (u) For the theory of product measures see [3, pp. 82-88] . The countability hypotheses there are of course too strong, but when everything is modified in accordance with our definitions then it all goes through in our case. In all these modifications to avoid countability restrictions we are of course merely following [4] , [January and for zGE-1 it has positive w-measure. Since E~x must have w-measure 0 and P~1 must have positive w-measure the lemma is proved.
We could have proved the last theorem and lemma under more general conditions. The proof that n^m implies U"^T holds if we only assume that w and m are left invariant measurable measures on G and that U and E are their associated Weil topologies. The proof of the converse, that U^T implies n^m, holds in this more general situation if we add the assumption that \p is measure preserving in the sense of wXw-measure on GX.G. This condition, incidentally, seems the natural one to use in the definition of a "measurable subgroup" of a "measurable group," where a "measurable group" would be a group with a measurable left invariant measure. That is, if G were such a measurable group with measure m, H a subgroup of G which was a measurable group in its own right, and n the measure on G induced (in the sense of the definition below) by the measure on H, then H would be called a "measurable subgroup" of G ff \p preserved wXw-measure.
We shall not make use of this concept however. Definition 10. Let G be a group and H a subgroup which has a left invariant measurable left invariant measure Wi. The measure on G induced by «i on G is the smallest extension of Wi to a left invariant measure on G.
By the smallest extension we mean the measure with the smallest domain of definition. The existence of such a measure is obtained by simply "transplanting" the given wi to all the left cosets of H in G. More precisely: Consider the cr-field of all sets of the form N={JnxnNn, where the xn belong to distinct left cosets of H, the Nn are «i-measurable subsets of H, and the union is countable. The induced measure w is the measure defined on this cr-field whose value at the set N is defined to be ~^2"ni(Nn). To justify this definition we need to know that if xNi = yNi, where x and y are in the same left coset of H, and Ni and N2 are w-measurable, then ni(N{) = ni(N2). To see this note that x = yh, hÇJI, hence hNi = N2; then the left invariance of wi on H guarantees that m(Ni) =ni(N2). Oxtoby has shown that the measurability of »1 does not imply the measurability of w on G.
2. The locally compact topology associated with a refinement of m. Let G be a locally compact topological group with topology E and Haar measure m and let w be a refinement of m. Then w-measure gives rise to an associated Weil topology U on G and we are now going to use both E and U to define still another topology, ¿Ti, on G. It will be characterized by the following properties:
(1) G is a locally compact topological group in the t/i-topology, (2) T^Ui^U, (3) Ui is the finest topology having properties (1) and (2). The third property shows that Ui is intrinsically associated with w, U and E. The procedure we use to obtain this topology was introduced by Kodaira [2, p. 113].
In §3 we shall consider the measures m and w with the above situation but for the present the measures are irrelevant. Here we use only topological properties, which certainly hold whenever the topologies are related to measures as in the preceding paragraph.
We fix the following notation for the remainder of this section : G = group. T = locally compact topology in which G is a topological group. 77= locally conditionally compact topology on G, such that U^T and G is a topological group in the U-topology.
G* = completion of G from the [/-topology.
If* = the topology on G*.
H* = that subset of G consisting of all points x with the property : every [/^-neighborhood of x intersects every ^-neighborhood of e in G (e the identity element of G and G*).
In this situation we know of course that G is i/*-dense in G* and that the ZZ-topology on G is that induced by the Z7*-topology on G*. The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. Theorem 2.1. H* is a closed invariant subgroup of G*, and G*/H* is algebraically isomorphic to G, under a natural isomorphism p. If Ui is the topology on G induced from G*/H* under p then of course G is a locally compact topological group in the Ui-topology. Also T^Ui^U and if W is any locally compact topology on G in which G is a topological group and such that T^W^U then Wg¡ Vi.
We break the proof into a number of lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. GC\H* = (e). Proof. Let x, y be in 77*, and let 0* be any 7/*-neighborhood of xy, 0 any T-neighborhood of e. Choose O*, 0*, í/*-neighborhoods of x and y, respectively, such that 0*02*Q0*, and choose Oi, 02 any ^-neighborhoods of e such that OiOiQO. Then 0i*#0, and Oi*#0t(u). Let uEOinO?, vC.02C\02*. Then uvGOÍ'02*r\Oi02QO*r\0. Hence 0* §0, so we have H*H*QH*. Let * £77*, 0* be any [^-neighborhood of a;"1, and 0 be any T-neighbor-(u) £$F means that the sets E and F have a non-empty intersection.
[January hood of e. Then 0*^0~\ hence 0*#0. Hence H^QH. Thus H* is a subgroup of G*. where y£.G and hÇ^H*.
Proof. The first part of this proof finds the y that works. Take xÇ_G* and let 0* be a [/"-neighborhood of x whose [/"-closure is [/*-compact. Then consider C, the E-closure of 0*C\G. C will be a E-compact subset of G because 0T\G is [/-conditionally compact, hence E-conditionally compact, so that C is the E-closure of a E-conditionally compact set. Now we consider all the i/*-open sets 0* containing x and contained in 0* and for each we consider the corresponding Ci, the E-closure of 0*r\G. Then the Ci's are a family of E-closed sets included in the E-compact set C. Because the Ci's clearly have the finite intersection property there must be a y common to them all. We have thus found, for the given x(E.G*, a yÇz.G with the property: for every [/*-open set containing x, y belongs to the closure of 0*C\G. Now we prove that every [/^-neighborhood of x intersects every E-neighborhood of y. Let 0* be any [/-neighborhood of x*, and 0 any E-neighborhood of y. Then y is in the E-closure of 0*C\G, hence that E-closure intersects 0.
Thus 0*C\G itself must intersect 0.
We now define h, for the given x, by h=y~xx, where the y is the one found above. We shall show that hÇ^H*. Since obviously yh=x this will prove the lemma. Let 0* be any i/*-neighborhood of h and 0 any E-neighborhood of e. Then yO* is a [/-neighborhood of yh =x while yO is a E-neighborhood of y. By the preceeding paragraph yO* intersects yO, hence 0*#0. Lemma 2.6. Every xÇ^G* is uniquely expressible in the form x=yh, where y£G, hGH*.
Proof. This is a trivial consequence of Lemmas 1 and 5.
Lemma 2.7. The following three statements are equivalent:
(1) 77* = (e). (2) G* = G.
(3) G is U-locally compact.
Proof. From the definition of G* we know that (2) and (3) are equivalent. That G* = G implies 77* = (e) is a consequence of Lemma 1. Now suppose that . 77* = (e); then, by Lemma 5, G*=G.
We now recall the purely group-theoretic fact that if 77 is a group with subgroups 77i and 772, where 772 is invariant, 77i772 =77, and HiH\Hi = (e) then the natural homomorphism p of H onto H/H establishes an isomorphism between 77i and 77, 772. We denote this isomorphism, considered as a mapping from 77/772 onto 77i, by p, so p is the inverse of the contraction of p. We shall consider this isomorphism with G* for G, G for 77i, and 77* for 772. The reason for considering p is that it gives us the desired i/i-topology on G. Because G* is locally compact and 77* a closed invariant subgroup we have in the standard way a locally compact topology on G*/77* and because p is an isomorphism of G*/H* with G it induces a topology on G. This will be our i/i-topology. Definition. We denote by p the isomorphism tDf G*/77* onto G discussed above which takes each coset y77* (y(EG) into y. We call p the natural isomorphism of G*/H* onto G.
Definition.
The Ui-topology on G is that induced on G by c/> from the usual topology of the quotient group G*/H*.
We have now proved the first two statements of Theorem 2.1. The remainder of the proof consists of proofs that various topologies are related in certain ways. The next four lemmas show that 7" ¿s Uu [January Lemma 2.10. The homomorphism of G* onto G which takes each x=yh (xÇzG*, yGG, hÇiH) into y is continuous from the U*-topology to the T-topology.
Proof. This is merely a rewording of Lemma 2.9. Proof. Making use of the previous lemmas with W in place of E we find a subgroup K* of G* that is related to W precisely as H* is related to E. Then considering G*/K*, we know it is algebraically isomorphic to G and induces a topology Wi on G-precisely as the i/i-topology was obtained from G*/H*. We know that Wi^W (because we proved in Lemma 2.11 that í/i^ U) so if we prove that Wi-Vi then, by Lemma 2.11, we shall have iA ^ W. To prove* Wi= Ui it will be sufficient to prove H* = K*, since then G*/H* and G*/K* will be the same. Now we prove that H* = K*. First, because W^T, it is immediate that K*Ç.H*. Then because each xÇ_G is uniquely expressible in the form x = yh (yGG, h£H*) and also in the form x=zk (zGG, kQK*) it is trivial that H* = K*. 3 . The general form of a refinement of the Haar measure and the procedure for getting a locally compact subgroup from such a refinement. First we mention some examples of refinements. If G is a locally compact topological group with Haar measure m and if H is any locally compact subgroup then H has a Haar measure, and transplanting this measure to all the cosets of H in G we obtain a measure w on G which is a refinement of m. More generally, if in the above situation 770 is a thick subgroup (in the sense of the Haar measure of 77) of 77 then we have a measure on 77<> (that induced by the Haar measure of 77) and transplanting this measure to all cosets of 770 in G we obtain a refinement «0 of m ; in general we shall of course have « ^ «0. One might suspect that this second type of refinement is the most general type, but it is not. Kodaira has shown [2, pp. 92-93] that there exists a thick subgroup of the plane which contains exactly one point on each vertical line, and the projection (x, y)-*x gives an isomorphism of this subgroup onto the line. Using the measure induced on this thick subgroup by Lebesgue measure in the plane one obtains a measure on the line which is a refinement of its usual Haar measure, but which is not of the above types. The most general kind of refinement (and it is easy, using Kodaira's procedure, to see that such refinements exist) is described in the following theorem. Theorem 3.1. Let G be a locally compact topological group with Haar measure m and topology T. Let n be any measurable left invariant measure on G which is a refinement of m. Then there exists a locally compact topological group G* of which G is a subgroup, and a closed invariant subgroup 77* of G* such that G contains exactly one point in each coset of H*, for which the following are true:
(1) The natural mapping p of G onto G*/H* (taking each coset of G*/H* into the point of G lying in that coset) is an isomorphism of G*/H* onto G.
(2) G is a thick subgroup of G* in the sense of the Haar measure m* of G*. (3) n-measure on G is the measure induced from m*-measure on G*. (4) Denoting the Weil topology (on G) associated with » by U, and the topology induced on G from the topology of G*/H* (under the mapping p) by i/i, we have : (i) 7" g ÍA iS U, (ii) if W is any locally compact topology on G in which G is a topological group and such that T^W^U then W^ Uu
Proof. The real part of this proof is the proof of Theorem 1.1 above and André Weil's theorem about a measure giving rise to a topology. Given the situation described in the hypotheses of this theorem we define U to be the Weil topology associated with n and G* to be the completion of G in the [/-topology. We then define 77* as just above Theorem 2.1. Assertions (1) and (4) above are consequences of Theorem 2.1 while assertions (2) and (3) are merely a restatement of the Weil theorem. Now considering G in this Z/i-topology, it is a locally compact topological group, and any i/i-compact neighborhood of the identity generates a locally compact topological subgroup of G. We want to show that in general such a subgroup is nontrivial, that is, that it is not a discrete group, and has m-measure 0. For this purpose we need the following theorems. The first of these is a variation of the uniqueness theorem for Haar measure, emphasizing again what Weil has shown [4, pp. 148-149] , that the so-called uniqueness theorem is really more of a comparability theorem than a uniqueness theorem. Definition.
Let« and m be left invariant measures on a groupG. We say » [January is a strong refinement oí m, written w>5>w, ff every w-measurable set is w-measurable and has w-measure 0.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a topological group in each of the locally compact topologies, T and U, and let the Haar measures of G in these topologies be m and n, respectively. Ifm^n then either m and n are identical (to within a constant factor) or else m<£n.
Proof. Applying Theorem 1.1 we know that T^U, and hence that every [/-compact set is E-compact. Hence 2ry, the cr-field generated by the [/-compact sets, is contained in 2r, the cr-field generated by the E-compact sets:
2[/C St.
Let C be any [/-compact set which is the [/-closure of a [/-open set, so that C is both wand w-measurable, andO<wC< », wC< °°. Then mC = knC, where k is a real number, k^O. Applying a theorem of Weil [4, p. 149] we know that mM = kn*M (the same k as for C) for all Ai G 2r/, and to prove this theorem it is sufficient to show that either k = 0 or else every E-compact set is [/-compact. Now we show that k>0 implies every E-compact set is [/-compact. Let C be E-compact; being E-compact it is E-closed, hence it is [/-closed, and hence it is sufficient to show C is contained in a finite union of [/-compact sets. Our next theorem concerns the existence of nonmeasurable sets. In the case of the real line, or any group G for which G itself is a measurable set, if a set is nonmeasurable then it is so because in some sense it is too irregular. When we omit countability restrictions there may be sets however, for example G itself, that are nonmeasurable because they are "too big." Our condition on a measure that every set must be a union of countably many sets of finite measure is responsible for this. The following theorem says there always exist sets which fail to be measurable by being too irregular ff the topology on G is not discrete, thus describing measure-theoretically the situations in which the topology is discrete. Theorem 3.3. Let G be a group, m a measurable left invariant measure on G, and T the Weil topology associated with m. Then T is discrete ff every subset of an m-measurable set is again m-measurable.
Proof. In case E is discrete there exists an w-measurable set M of positive w-measure such that MM*1 = (e), by definition of the Weil topology on G. In this case it is clear that M=(e), so (e) is a set of positive measure. It is then trivial to prove the m-measurable sets are precisely the finite and countable subsets of G and that the m-measure of such a set is the number of points in the set (or that m-measure is a constant multiple of this one), so every subset of an m-measurable set is again m-measurable. Now suppose that every subset of an m-measurable set is again m-measurable; we shall prove that T is discrete. We assume the opposite and obtain a contradiction.
First we prove that G contains a countable subgroup 77 such that every neighborhood
Oi of e in G intersects 77 in points other than e. To see this let 0 be any totally bounded neighborhood of e; 0 contains infinitely many points since T is not discrete and we choose {xn\ any countable sequence of points in 0. We define 77 to be the subgroup generated (generated in the group sense, that is, without closing up in any topology) by {xn\, so obviously 77 is countable. Every neighborhood
Oi of e has some translation which contains countably many elements of {xn}, since 0 is totally bounded. If Of^QOi (02 a neighborhood of e in G) then some translation y02 contains countably many elements of {xn\ ; choosing xm, x"£02 (and xm y^Xn) we have Xn1xnE(yOi)~1(yOi) =0r102C0i, and x^Xn £77, x^Xnj^e. Thus every Oi intersects 77 in points other than e. Now we use 77 to obtain an m-measurable E of finite positive measure such that x7i||y£ whenever x and y are distinct elements of 77. We choose one point from each left coset of 77, letting E' be the collection of points chosen. Obviously UxE'= G, where this union is taken over all x£i7, and *£'||y7i' if x and y are distinct elements of 77. Let F be any measurable set of finite positive measure, and consider the sets FC\xE' (a; £77), each of which is measurable because each is a subset of the measurable set F. One of these, which we denote by E, must also have positive measure, because there are only countably many of them and their union is F. Now we use E to obtain a contradiction. Weil has shown that m(xEQyE) ->0 as x, y->e(14), which is contradicted by the two properties of E and 77: (1) x£||y7i for xy^y,if x,y £77, (2) 77 intersects every neighborhood of e. Hence the theorem is proved.
The next two theorems are also for the purpose of making sure we can get a nontrivial locally compact subgroup. Their purpose is to consider the relation between «-measure and «i-measure, and between the [/-topology and the i/i-topology, where «-measure is the given refinement of the Haar measure m, [/-topology is the Weil topology associated with «, [/i-topology is the topology introduced above which is the "closest" locally compact topology to the [/-topology, and «i is the Haar measure of G in the [/i-topology.
A subgroup can be trivial either by being discrete, or by being too nearly all of G.
(u) This statement is contained in Weil's statement [4, pp. 141, 142] that the topology, which is defined by taking the MM'1 sets (immeasurable and of positive measure) for neighborhoods of e could equally well be defined by taking the sets W{<t>, t) (in his notation) for neighborhoods of the identity.
[January The next theorem states a condition on w which eliminates the first kind of triviality, and the following theorem gives a condition eliminating the second kind. Although these two theorems do not mention the subgroup we are seeking, the one following them takes care of that. Theorem 3.4. Let G be a locally compact topological group with Hoar measure m and let nbea measurable left invariant measure on G which is a refinement of m. Let Ui be the topology described in Theorem 3.1. Then Ui is the discrete topology ff every subset of an n-measurable set is again n-measurable.
Proof. First note that this is not a special case of the preceding theorem because the i/i-topology is not the Weil topology associated with w-measure. Now suppose i/i is discrete. Then [/ (the Weil topology associated with w) is a refinement of f/i, by Theorem 3.1, and hence is discrete. Hence Theorem 3.3 implies that every subset of an w-measurable set is again w-measurable.
Next suppose that every subset of an w-measurable set is again w-measurable. Then, by Theorem 3.3, U is the discrete topology on G. Making use of the fact that G is a dense subgroup of G* in the [/"-topology, and that U is the topology on G induced from the [/*-topology, it is clear that the [/""-topology is discrete. Because the natural mapping of G* onto G*/H* is open it follows that the topology on G*/H* is discrete, and hence that the i/i-topology on G is discrete. [/-open set included in Oi, so then mO = 0. Since every w-measurable set is contained in a countable union of left translations of such an O it follows that w)5>w. Now suppose w»w; then by Theorems 1.1 and 3.2 either n{2>m or ni = km,' k>0 (and where this equality sign includes the fact that Wi and w are defined for exactly the same sets) ; we shall suppose the latter and obtain a contradiction. Let G0* be any open and closed subgroup of G* which is the union of a countable number of compact sets (such a subgroup can be obtained of course by taking a [/""-open set whose [/""-closure is compact, then letting G0* be the subgroup generated by 0*). Now we define two subgroups, G0 and G%, of G by Go = G0*i^G, and Gi = image of G0 in G obtained by applying the natural homomorphism of G* onto G*/H* and following that with our natural isomorphism <p of G*/H* onto G. Because of our choice of G0* it is clear that Gi is a i/i-open subgroup of G, Gi is wi-measurable, wiGi>0, and G0ÇZG1.
Let Ebe a f/i-closed subset of Gi -G0 of positive Wi-measure (which exists, from standard properties of Haar measure) and F* the inverse image of E under our homomorphism of G0*/770* onto G0, that is, F* = F(G0*i~\H*). Then F* is closed in G0* and because of our choice of G0*, F* is m*-measurable. Using Theorem 1 of the following paper we see that F* has positive m-measure because «V = f m'(F*x)dm è f m'(F*i)dni = m'(G* f\ H*)mF > 0 J Oi J F where F* = F*r\x(G0*r\H*), and m' denotes the Haar measure of G0*r\H* transplanted to all its cosets in G0* (it is clear that Gi = G0*/(G0*i^77*)). Since it is clear that T^G we have a contradiction with the fact that G is a thick subgroup of G*. Hence this theorem is proved. Theorem 3.6. Let G be a locally compact topological group with Haar measure m and let nbea measurable left invariant measure on G which is a refinement of m. Let Ui be the topology described in Theorem 3.1, let Ci be a Ui-compact set which contains a Vi-open set, and let Gi be the subgroup of G generated by Cu Then Gi, taken in the Ui-topology, is a locally compact topological subgroup of G. dis not discrete (that is, Ui-topology is not discrete) ff every subset of at, n-measurable subset is again n-measuroble and Gi has m-measure Off ri5>m.
Proof. This theorem is merely a compilation of the information given by previous theorems. Bibliography
